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USE OF THE FINGER MATE 
RING SIZE GAUGE

When using the Finger Mate ring size gauge, 
it is important to fit the spring portion of the 
gauge very snugly to the small part of the 
finger where the ring is worn. The size is 
read on the scale as indicated by the center 
line on the button. Though the scale is 
graduated by half sizes, Finger Mates 
are available by quarter sizes. That 
is, every size from three to thirteen at 
quarter size intervals.

THE FINGER MATE DEMONSTRATION MOUNTING

This special demonstration mounting is crafted in fine jeweler’s brass 
and heavily rhodium plated. The spring and catch mechanism, 
however, and all the other internal parts are made of 14K gold, just 
as is used in regular Finger Mate shanks. No base metal is ever used 
in any Finger Mate shank.

The demonstration mounting is available for $25 and includes the 
special sizing gauge, counter displays, complete catalog of Finger 
Mate shanks plus cost and keystone price lists.
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BRIDGE

MALE HINGE

SHANK

CATCH

HINGE PINS

FEMALE 
HINGE

 2mm 3mm 4mm 5mm 6mm
	 14Kwg	 14Kwg	 14Kwg	 14Kwg	 14Kwg
	 14Kyg	 14Kyg	 14Kyg	 14Kyg	 14Kyg
	 Plat	 Plat

FINGER MATE’S bASIc SHANk
(available in “K” or “J’ series)

 4mm top 5mm top 6mm top 71⁄2mm top 71⁄2mm top
 2mm bottom 3mm bottom 4mm bottom 5mm bottom 6mm bottom
	 14Kwg	 14Kwg	 14Kwg	 14Kwg	 14Kwg
	 14Kyg	 14Kyg	 14Kyg	 14Kyg	 14Kyg
	 Plat	 Plat

FINGER MATE’S “T” END SHANk
(available in “K” or “J’ series)
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Most	rings	use	
the	standard	

shank.

Some	require	
the	HIGH	TOP	

shank.

THE “k” SERIES
3/4	shank

THE “J” SERIES
1/2	shank

(Hinges	at	10	and	2	o’clock)
All	widths

(Hinges	at	9	and	3	o’clock)
All	widths

“k” SERIES “J” SERIES

Standard
All	widths

HigH top
2,	3	mm	only

Standard
All	widths

HigH top
2,	3	mm	only

Two	rings	fitted	together	on	
the	same	Finger	Mate	shank,	

using	the	“K”	or	“J”	series,	
usually	with	the	“T”	end.

TypIcAl INSTAllATION – QUIck VERSION
(Detailed instructions begin on page 5)

1.
Customer’s	ring

2.
Plus	the	right*	Finger	Mate	shank

*Right 
by	finger	size,	
width,	height,	
hinge	position	

and	metal.

3.
Size	customer’s	ring	
conventionally,	then	

cut	off	top.

7.
Remove	
top	from	

clamp,	and	
reassemble	
factory	fitted	

hinges.

8.
Rivet	hinge	

pins	in	place,	
then	polish	

and	deliver	to	
customer.

4.
Mount	

shank	top	
only	in	
clamp.

5.
While	

holding	in	
clamp,	cut	out	
to	match	ring	

top.

6.
Solder	together	
while	holding	

in	clamp.
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INSTRUcTIONS FOR ATTAcHING FINGER MATE 
SHANkS by lOcAl JEWElERS

STEp ONE

Any stones in the customer’s ring that can be damaged easily by heat 
should be removed. The customer’s ring should be boiled out until 
perfectly clean.

After having determined the finger size desired for the Finger Mate 
conversion, take the customer’s ring and size it in the conventional 
manner to the desired finger size. It is not necessary, however, to 
weld or solder the closure at the bottom. The purpose of sizing in a 
conventional manner is to give the ring the proper curvature for the 
finished size desired.

Cut off the existing shank at the most convenient location. This 
location should be as high as possible and in an area where the 
solder line will be least noticeable. For example, on rings having 
side ornaments, baguettes or tapered baguettes, the least noticeable 
position would be right at the edge of the ornament. Locate this 
position and saw off the existing shank. File the upper portion of the 
ring square and smooth.

Size customers’ ring 
conventionally then 

cut off top.

STEp TWO

Select the proper width and size Finger Mate shank. 

Notice how the shank and bridge are joined by a thin copper wire. 
The bridge and shank portion have been pre-fitted by the factory 
and should be assembled by the jeweler so that the same male and 
female hinges come back together as they were received from the 
factory. A small scratch mark should be placed inside the bridge 
before removing the copper wire to facilitate the matching of the 
proper male and female hinge.

do not attEMpt to opEn or CLoSE tHE SHanK onCE tHE top 
HaS BEEn dEtaCHEd.

STEp THREE

Loosen the bridge clamp arm screws, the bridge clamp screws and 
the bridge clamp parallel set screws. Raise the toggle out of the way. 
Place the bridge in between the bridge clamps resting on the curved 
radius on the end of the bridge clamps. Tighten the bridge clamp 
screws and the bridge clamp parallel set screws so that the bridge is 
held securely and so that the clamps are parallel. Move the bridge 
clamp arms with the bridge until it is centered in the block beneath 
the toggle. Loosen the upright arm screw and move the upright arm 
mechanism together with the toggle out of the way.

Mount shank top only 
in clamp.
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Wrong way – bridge clamps not parallel.

STEp FOUR

Protect the customer’s ring and the bridge with a borax solution 
made up of boric acid and alcohol. This solution should be kept in a 
covered jar well away from any open flame. After this solution has 
been thoroughly stirred, the ring and the bridge should be immersed, 
then placed on an asbestos or charcoal block to be ignited. As the 
alcohol burns off, a coating is put on the ring and bridge which will 
protect them from oxidation during the soldering process. Allow both 
to cool thoroughly. 

Right way – bridge clamps parallel.

Place the cut-off ring next to the bridge and mark the bridge carefully 
so that the upper central portion of the bridge can be sawed out 
evenly and be replaced by the cut-off ring.

Saw out the center portion of the bridge carefully. Make the saw cut 
between the mark you have made and the 12 o’clock position.

While holding in 
clamp, cut out to 
match ring top.
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Do not move the remaining hinge segments. Leave them locked 
firmly in position and very carefully file the edges even and square 
until the customer’s ring fits in between the two remaining segments 
properly.

The inside radius of the customer’s ring and the bridge segment on 
either side should match perfectly.

STEp FIVE

Return the upright arm to the vertical position and lock it.  Loosen the 
horizontal arm screw so that the horizontal arm may be moved until 
the toggle is centered directly over the bridge. Place the customer’s 
ring into position and screw down the toggle until the ring is held 
firmly in place.

Solder 
together while 

holding in 
clamp.

Flux the joints thoroughly.

Solder the joints using a solder of such karat and ease of flow best 
suited to the particular ring in work. When solder is thoroughly 
flushed on both sides, remove heat and allow fixture and ring to cool 
thoroughly.

notE: As the fixture itself is a combination of 
aluminum and steel parts, more heat will be required 
for soldering the joints than would normally be used 
in the soldering of such joints if the parts were resting 
on charcoal or held in a jeweler’s tweezer. The 
reason for this is the dissipation of the heat applied to 
the ring throughout the body of the fixture itself. Until 
experience is gained in soldering using this fixture, 
most jewelers experience some difficulty in getting the 
solder to flush. It is important to be careful and patient 
in order not to put too much heat on the ring and 
cause unnecessary damage.

A very acceptable technique is to apply the torch to the body of the 
fixture itself first, in order to heat it up, so that there is less dissipation 
of heat when the torch is finally applied to the work itself.

STEp SIX

When the ring has cooled thoroughly, remove it from the fixture and 
pickle it in the normal manner to remove the borax coating and any 
oxidation that occurred.

File and emery solder line in the normal manner.

If the Finger Mate shank is higher or wider than the ring to which it 
is applied, blend in the joint being careful not to alter the hinge area 
in any way. 
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STEp SEVEN

Remove the two pins from the envelope and file one end of each to 
a slight taper approximately 1/32” long. Bring the shank and upper 
portion of the ring together being sure to match the male and female 
hinges to each other as received from the factory.

Use a steel needle as an aid in aligning the holes between the male 
and the female portions. This alignment will be accomplished easily 
if the male and female hinges are brought back together in the same 
combination as originally received from the factory.

Remove top 
from clamp and 

reassemble factory 
fitted hinges.

Push the pins into the hinge holes. The pins will fit tightly but should 
be pushed all the way through making sure hinge is supported from 
the back by a wood block. Saw off the excess portion of the pin from 
either side of the hinge allowing 1/32” to remain protruding from 
each side.

If convenient, at this point, the ring should be tried on 
the customer for size. If it fits properly as it should, the 
ring is then completed. If it is too large, or too small, 
however, the bridge segments should be carefully 
unsoldered and the proper size shank should be 
applied starting with Step 2. Replacement bridges 
and pins are available from the factory at moderate 
cost. 

Burnish this piece with an electric hammer or with a hand peening 
hammer supporting the rear end on a steel plate. After burnishing 
one side, turn over and burnish the opposite side. Repeat for the 
second hinge. Care should be taken to hit the hinge pin only and 
to avoid hitting the shank itself. Do not solder the hinge pin in 
place. An insert has been soldered into the shank itself in order to 
make the female hinge area solid and if heat is applied to the hinge 
area, this solder will flow making the entire hinge solid and stiff.

A careful and thorough burnishing of the hinge pin will cause it to 
swell and be thoroughly secured.

The excess remaining should be emeried carefully until the shank is 
flat on both sides.

Rivet hinge pins in 
place then polish and 
deliver to customer.
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STEp EIGHT

As the shank and bridge have been thoroughly pre- polished at the 
factory, only a slight touch-up should be needed in the hinge and 
bridge area. The polisher should be cautioned not to lap the shank. 
A light tripoli buffing followed by a thorough cleaning and then a 
light rouge buffing should be all that is necessary to bring a high 
polish to the ring. The catch should now be opened by grasping 
either side of the shank and pulling apart. It is not necessary to 
press or release the catch in any manual manner as it 
operates automatically.

The ring should be thoroughly cleaned in a soapy ammonia bath 
until all of the rouge has been removed, particularly from the inside 
of the shank itself.

The ring may be rhodium plated in the same manner as any 
conventional ring. White rings should be rhodium plated in the 
open position so that the catch and spring are also plated. Two tone 
rings should be plated in the closed position with the yellow portion 
protected in the normal manner.

After rhodium plating and rinsing, the ring should be thoroughly 
dried, preferably with steam.

STEp NINE

For best operating results, a small drop of castor oil should be placed 
on the top and bottom of the flat spring and under the teeth of the 
catch. Before closing the shank fully, be sure the oil is worked well 
into the shank itself under the cross pin. After the oil has been worked 
in and the ring closed, the excess oil should be removed from the 
outside of the ring.

OpERATION OF THE SHANk

It may be thought by the jeweler that the catch operates rather tightly. 
It is the intention of the factory that the catch operate in this manner 
and no attempt should be made by the jeweler to loosen the action 
of the catch or spring. So long as no adjustment is attempted on 
the catch, the spring tension should remain indefinitely. The slight 
inconvenience to the customer in opening the ring on the finger 
because of the extra tight catch, is more than made up by the added 
security and long life afforded by this high spring tension.

In order for the customer to remove the ring from her finger in the 
easiest manner, two methods for opening the catch are suggested.

MEtHod 1: Grasp one side of the shank in the catch area with the 
tips of two fingers and pull the shank open with this hand while 
pushing away in the opposite direction with the ring hand. As this 
might be difficult to accomplish by ladies with long fingernails, an 
alternate and equally satisfactory method is suggested.

MEtHod 2: Grasp the entire top of the ring, stone and all, with the 
free hand and pull UP gently. As you apply resistance with the ring 
hand, this upward pressure will open the ring automatically.
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INSTRUcTIONS cONcERNING THE SIZING OF 
IMpROpERly FITTED FINGER MATE SHANkS

It is of the utmost importance that the original size be taken accurately 
to avoid the problem of altering a ring to which a Finger Mate shank 
has already been applied. However, when and if a Finger Mate 
does not fit properly when completed, there are two possibilities.

If the ring is too snug, it is possible for the customer to wear the ring 
in the one-notch open position. This position is intended to allow for 
the slight swelling that occurs normally during the warmer months of 
the year. If this is not a satisfactory solution for a ring that has been 
fitted too tightly, or when the ring has been fitted too loosely, the ring 
must be sent to the factory.

The factory will attempt to make such necessary adjustments as 
desired by the jeweler to the existing ring. A new, longer section 
will be made and installed for those rings that have been fitted too 
snugly.

A portion will be removed from those shanks that have been fitted 
too loosely.

The minimum possible charges will be made by the factory for 
this special service and jewelers are cautioned not to attempt this 
adjustment themselves in order to avoid the risk of ruining the entire 
shank.

SpEcIAl FINGER MATE ApplIcATIONS

Wedding rings with stones set all around obviously present a 
problem.

One solution is to saw the ring into sections no longer than one third 
of the original ring. Apply Finger Mate shanks to each section. While 
it might not be practical to bend the sections fully to the smaller size 
required, slight adjustments can usually be made if care is taken and 
the stones are checked and tightened.

Or, solder two or three sections together side by side to form the top. 
Apply the proper width Finger Mate shank to match the now wider 
wedding ring top.

 In the same manner, Finger Mate shanks can be applied to wedding 
ring - engagement ring sets. Solder the tops together and apply a 
Finger Mate shank of the appropriate width.
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 When soldering, heat the ring from the top and draw the solder 
up from the bottom inside of the ring. This will assure the best 
possible joint and lessen the risk of the solder flowing into the 
design.

3. As most rings have to be sized before the Finger Mate shank can 
be installed, various problems exist if the ring has long baguettes 
or channel set stones. Avoid the risk of chipping or breaking 
stones by either of these alternate methods.

 If the ring has long baguettes or a similar side-stone treatment, 
make a thin saw cut horizontally to separate the edge of the 
bezel. See fig. B. Then, carefully bend the bezel only down or 
up to approximate the new finger size required. Re-solder it to the 
inside wall, adding a spacer if necessary, or to the Finger Mate 
shank you are installing. 

 Channel set rings lend themselves to the “sub-bridge” technique, 
as do all rings that are too weak or have been worn so thin that 
they are unable to support a Finger Mate hinged shank without 
flexing. 

 The “sub-bridge” technique is a slight departure from the normal 
installation in that the top or bridge portion of the Finger Mate 
shank is not completely cut out. Rather, the area on to which the 
customer’s ring is to be fitted is filed down part way, leaving a 
substantial portion at the bottom at least .030” thick. See fig. C.

 The customer’s ring is fitted to this cut-out. Since the final size is 
determined by the Finger Mate shank itself, there is no need to 
make major alterations in size to the customer’s ring portion. An 
airline can be created using thin wire spacers.

 If the top of the Finger Mate shank is too narrow to provide a 
proper sub-bridge, a bezel made from plate can be applied.

 
4. Do not attempt to resize a massive ring with a gypsy or bezel 

set stone. If it is new ring, order the proper closed size from the 
manufacturer and attach the shank before the stone is set. If a 
new ring cannot be ordered, consider installing the major portion 
of the customer’s ring onto the Finger Mate shank using the sub- 
bridge technique.

5. Do all repairs, retipping, reinforcing on the customer’s ring first 
before installing the Finger Mate shank.

6. Take finger sizes properly as resizing is expensive 
and can only be done by the factory.  

Fig. C

Fig. A Fig. B

1. When installing a Finger Mate shank, look for a place to cut the 
customer’s ring that is a “natural” line of demarcation so that the 
solder line does not show. 

2. Do not attempt to butt the Finger Mate shank evenly against a 
ring that has a fine engine turned or engraved surface that has no 
obvious line of demarcation where you can cut. If none exists, file 
a slight bevel, approx. .015 “ on the customer’s ring to provided 
the “line” needed. See fig. A.

MATE INSTAllER “pROS”TIpS FROM THE FINGER



This is a set of 20 specially designed rings, each with a Finger Mate 
shank graduated by half-sizes from 3 to 121⁄2. It was created for 
Finger Mate Dealers to show their customers how their own rings 
would look and feel if they had Finger Mate shanks. 
While the Finger Mate sizing gauge is an accurate instrument, the 
Finger Mate Mint sample in the customer’s own size is not only a 
more accurate means of measuring, it is a most impressive sales tool 
as well. 

The customer can see how 
easily the opened ring 
goes over the knuckle, 
then closes and locks for 
a perfect and comfortable 
fit. The customer doesn’t 
have to imagine how her 
ring would fit and feel  
with a Finger Mate shank, 
she can try on her exact 
size and know precisely. 
The set is made of very 
fine jeweler’s brass, then 
heavily nickel plated. 
The spring and catch 
mechanism however, 
and all the other 
internal parts are 
made of 14K gold, 
just as is used  
in regular Finger 
Mate shanks. 
No base metal 
is ever used 
in any Finger 

Mate shank.

THE FINGER MATE MINT SET
allows your customer to actually try a ring on in her size!


